
Children’s Electric Ride On Car 

Installation And Operation Manual
Mode l：Ford  Ranger
Age  Range :  37-96  Month
Max imum Weight :  35  KGS
Execut ion  S tandard :  
GB6675&GB19865
EN71&EN62115



1:All spare parts when opens the carton

2:Connecting the electricity

3:Installation of Steering Wheel:

Car Body 1 PC Front Windowshield 1PC Hood 1PC Steering wheel 1 PC
One set of four lights Seat 1 PC Front Wheels 2 PCS Back Wheels 2 PCS
Wheel Covers 4 PCS Rear View Mirrors 1 Pair Charger 1 PC Remote Control 1 PC

(According to the picture)   

  Due to the reason of movement of steering tube, 
sometimes there is possibility that the hole on the 
steering wheel and the hole on the steering tube can 
not match well. If this happens, please use one hand to 
hold the hook under the car body in order to fix the 
steering tube. (Referring to the picture)



4：Installation of one set of four lights

5：Installation of seat

 Firstly, please make the line with the 
SM plug insert to the car body 
through right small hole, and then 
connect to the SM plug in the 
battery tank.

Put the seat on the car and use two screws to fix.

(According to the picture)   

(According to the picture)   

6.Installation of motor:

1-2). Please find the motors in the battery tank which are 
        connected well；

3). Disconnect the lines. (Referring to the picture).
4). Assemble the motor to the back wheel axle by 
     inserting the axle into the hole of motor, and then 
     connect the motor with lines to the car body well. 
     (Referring to the picture)
5). Re connect the motor. (Referring to the picture)
6). Assembling the back whee



7：Installation of back wheels

8：Installation of front wheels

9：Installation of window shield

10：Installation of hood

11：Installation of rear view mirrors

Attention: Installation must be done by adults.

 otherwise it will rub against the wheels. Finally, 
assemble the wheel cover and use the screw to fix. 

Put one gasket first, and then put 
front wheels at the front axle. And 
then same as installation of back 
wheels.

 Choose back wheels and then put at the back axle, and 
put one gasket, and then insert one cotter pin.  Use the
tool to fix the cotter pin and make it into circle,

Please first insert the 

window shield into the 

car, and then use the screw to fix them.

Insert the hood to the car 

and then use screw to fix. 

Please aim the retaining grooves.

Make the rear view mirrors 

aim at the neck and push nside.

(According to the picture)   

(According to the picture)   



   Battery polarity can not be reversed, please ensure the red wire 
is connected to the red battery terminal and the black wire is 
connected to the black battery terminal.
●Press the power switch to OFF position to turn the power off.
●Open the seat,connect the battery plug,red to red.
●Never drain battery completely or to a crawling speed,recharge the battery when a 
decrease in speed and power is noticed warranty will be voided if misuse has occurred.
●Battery charging must be done by adults only.Never allow children to charge the 
   battery.A child could be injured by the electricity involved in charging the battery.
●Please don’t connect the wires to a short circuit.
The charger and the battery are not a toy.Do not allow children to play with the 
charger and the battery.
Only operate the battery and charger specified according to the manual instructions.
●Please don’t open the battery and the charger.
●Always secure the battery with the bracket.Or battery can be fall out and injure 
   children if vehicle tips over.
●The battery must be handled and operated by adults only.The battery is heavy and 
   contains sulfuric acid(electrolyte).Dropping the battery could result in serious injury.
●Before charging the battery check if wear or damage to the battery,charger ,the 
   connectors and other parts .Any damage is found ,the charger should be repaired or 
   replace immediately .Do not use a damaged charger.
●It is normal for the adaptor to feel warm during charging,but if the charger feels too 
    hot,stop charging right now and check the battery and adaptor.

When charging turn of the power switch.
Please charge the battery for 8-10 hours after first use.
Subsequent charges should be 6-8 hours but not exceeding 10 hours.
If not being used batteries should still be charged at least once a month to keep the 
cells active.
1.Plug the charge into the charging socket.
2.Plug the other end of the charger into your wall socket.
Batteries are perishable items that are subject to under and overcharging, please 
observe the charging times.Charge Hole

■CHARGING PRECAUTIONS

■Specifications

12V10AH
35W*2

35

7
1340*820*750mm

Input：220V/110V
Output：DC12v1000MA
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Please mind fingers in opening and closing doors.
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Do not use this vehicle indoors. Using this

PlayActive
outdoor toys for kids

Thank you for choosing a PlayActive product. 
We hope your child will endure many years of fun 
with this item. If you require any trouble shooting 
assistance or help on assembly please view our 

tutorial videos available on our website.

www.playactive.net

If you require any further assistance please contact the outlet you
purchased this item from.

vehicle in confined areas may cause the

WARNING!

vehicle's motors to over load.


